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Abstract
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the other party. It is
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to each
each other and thus share
the parties are unknown
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systenzs enable users
no pre-existing trust.
trust. Trust-based systems
to establish trust in
in unknown users through
thro~iglztrust recto
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nzaj
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fro117 known
k17ownusers.
ommendation
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to trust an
an unknown
unk17ownuser Carol when
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reco~nnze~zdation
a recommendation
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friend Alice that Carol's
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a trust value is
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its real meaning
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to subjectivity. Bob may
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may lose
0.8 as
as a very high value of
of trust but it is possible
regard 0.8
possible
that Alice perceived
perceived this
this same value as only average.
that
preserzt a statistical solution
solutio17 for the elimination
elin7inatio1z of
of
We present
We
reconznze~zdation.We
We run
r ~ i nexperiexperisubjectivity from trust recommendation.
subjectivity-elilni17ated trust recrecments to
to compare our subjectivity-eliminated
ments
ommerzdation method with the unmodified
unnzodijied method.
nzethod. 1In
17 a
ommendation
ra~zdonzgraph based web
web of
of trust with high subjectivrandom
ity, it is
is observed that the
tlze novel
rzovel method
nzethod can give better
ity,
results up
up to
to 95%
95% of
of the
the time.
time.
results

1. Introduction
Introduction
1.
is an indispensable requirement for the sucTrust is
operation of a number of collaborative applicessful operation
cations. Trust is
is defined as
as "the degree to which one
cations.
has confidence in another within the context of a
party has
[16]. On eCommerce
ecommerce webgiven purpose or decision" [16].
sites,
a
buyer
must
trust
the
seller
to
deliver the sersites,
vices or goods
goods that are
are promised. In ad hoc networks, a
vices
trusts neighboring nodes to route its messages. In
node trusts
file sharing networks, a peer trusts others
peer-to-peer file

to deliver authentic content. Internet forums and online
communities trust members not to post spam. Without a system in place that enables users to establish the
trustworthiness of
of other parties, a collaborative application would suffer from exploitation and eventually fail
to provide adequate service.
A variety of
of trust-based
trust-based systems [2,3,4,7,20]
[2, 3, 4, 7, 20] have
been developed that enable agents (any entity capable
of making trust related decisions) to determine if
if the
trustworthy. Trust
party they wish to transact with is tlustworthy.
utilized in
recommendation is a key technique that is utilized
trust-based systems for an agent to determine the trustworthiness of an unknown party. A trust recommendation is an attestation of
of the trustworthiness of
of an agent
Carol by Alice to Bob, where Bob is an agent who is not
acquainted with Carol but maintains a trust relationship
with Alice.

We present the argument that trust evaluation
evaluation by
each individual is subjective and thus when two individuals exchange a trust value its meaning is distorted
due to differences in their perception. For example, Alice may have suggested to Bob that the trustworthiness
of Carol is 0.8 on the interval [0,
[0, I], which according to
her subjective opinion may have been average trustwortrustworthiness. However, it is possible that Bob has a different perspective
perspective on trust values and regards 0.8 as a very
high value. Thus subjectivity
subjectivity prevents the true meaning of Alice's recommendation from being conveyed to
Bob.
We subscribe to the definition of
of subjectivity given
by the Merriam-Webster online dictionary [25]
[25] as a
judgment
judgment that is "modified
"modified or affected by personal
personal
views, experience, or background"
background" and is "peculiar
"peculiar to
a particular
paJ1icular individual".
individual". Several works [7,
[7, 14, 241
24] propose trust models that aim to capture the subjectivity
subjectivity aspect of human trust. However, the focus is on enabling

agents to form trust opinions that are uniquely their own
in contrast to delegating trust formation to some external authority. None of the cited works address subjectivity as it affects trust recommendation. We believe this
paper is the first in computer science literature that addresses the problem of subjectivity in trust recommendation.
follows:
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 further describes the problem and discusses
the notion of disposition to trust. Section 3 presents
a basic trust model that serves as a framework for the
development of the solution and experiments. In Section 4 we introduce and build the method for elimination of subjectivity from trust recommendation. Experiments in Section 5 that evaluate the effectiveness of the
method are followed by a discussion and proposals for
future
future work in Section 6. In Section 7, we present concluding remarks.

2. Background
representation and subjectivity
subjectivity
2.1. Trust representation
How does one represent the amount of trust that
one individual associates with another? A common approach is to represent the spectrum of trust quantitatively as a numerical range. Marsh's formalism [21]
represents trust as a continuous variable over an interval of [-1,1].
[- 1,1]. Golbeck's FilmTrust [12]
[I 21 defines an inte10. Gambetta [II],
[I I], Griffiths [14], and
ger range of I1 to 10.
[30] utilize an interval of [0,
[0.1]
Toivonen [30]
I] for the purpose.
An alternate approach is to divide the span of trust
into strata and assign them qualitative labels. The strat[2] is given
ification used by Abdul-Rahman and Hailes [2]
Trustworthy, Untrustworas the set {Very Trustworthy, Trustworthy,
thy, Very Untrustworthy}.
[I71 use
Untrustworthy). Jonker and Treur [17]
a similar stratification defined as the ordering: Uncon< Conditional Distrust <
< Conditional
ditional Distrust <
Trust <
< Unconditional Trust. Levien's Advogato [20]
[20]
allows users to rate each other as an Apprentice (minimum trust), Journeyer (medium trust), or as a Master
(maximum trust).
Let's consider a scenario where Alice assigns a
[0, I] with
trust value of 0.8 to Carol on an interval of [0,1]
I1 representing maximum trust. Let's assume that 0.8 is
an average trust value if it is viewed in the context of
trust values that Alice has assigned to other entities in
the past. Thus Alice perceives Carol as someone being moderately trustworthy. With whatever skew Alice
entities, it presents no probassigns trust values to other entities,
lem inside her local environment since all those values
lie in the same context.
The problem of subjectivity arises when Alice con-

veys to Bob that her trust in Carol is represented by the
value 0.8. It is likely that a value of 0.8 signifies somevely different to Bob. Is 0.8 an average value of
thing very
trust for Bob as was the case for Alice? Or is 0.8 a very
high value of trust for Bob? Given the context of Bob's
history of trust value assignments, we may discover that
Bob rarely ever assigns a value of 0.8 to any entity and
thus associates very high trust with such a value. In Alice's position Bob might have assigned a value such as
Carol's
0.6 to Carol. Bob may make a misjudgment of Carol's
trustworthiness if he bases his decision on his own perception of the trust value conveyed to him by Alice. We
observe that due to subjectivity, the meaning of a trust
value is distorted when it is propagated from one individual to another. Subjectivity occurs due to differences
in the dispositions to trust of individuals. Disposition to
trust is defined and discussed in the next section.
The use of strata with qualitative labels may initially be considered as a solution to the problem of subjectivity. We may argue that a stratified trust representation model, such as the four distinct strata defined by
Abdul-Rahman and Hailes [2], provides clear semantics and avoids the ambiguity associated with numerical
values. The reasoning being that a qualitative label such
as "trustworthy"
"trustworthy" should hold the same meaning for one
entity as it does for another.
However, we concur with Griffiths [14]
[I41 and Marsh
[ 2 ] ] that the stratification approach also suffers from the
[21]
problem of subjectivity. Different entities may associate
the same experiences with different strata. For example,
example,
based on their own perception of trust,
trust: what is viewed
by Alice as "very
judged as merely
"very trustworthy"
trustworthy" may be judged
"trustworthy" by Bob.
"trustworthy"
We note that subjectivity, as we describe it, is not
an issue for the trust representation model used by some
popular commercial websites,
websites; such as Epinions (epinions.com). This is due to the fact that the resolution
they provide for evaluating users is minimal. Epinions allows users to only either "Block"
"Block" (not trust) or
"Trust" other users. This model relies more on the
"Trust"
quantity of ratings received per user rather than the degree of trustworthiness specified in an individual rating.
On eBay (ebay.com), which uses a somewhat similar
model, users value each other's trustworthiness in the
same stratum (that is "positive")
99% of the time
"positive") over 99%
[27]. Our work addresses systems that employ broader
ranges for the expression of trust.

Disposition to trust
2.2. Disposition
Disposition to trust is the inherent propensity of an
individual to trust or distrust others. An individual's
disposition to trust does not vary for specific entities but

is a stable characteristic of their personality that governs
how they view the trustworthiness of every other entity
that they encounter.
McKnight et al [23]
[23] define disposition to trust as
the "extent
"extent to which a person displays a tendency to be
willing to depend on others across a broad spectrum of
situations and persons".
persons".
Rotter [28, 29]
291 notes that an individual's "generalized attitude" towards trust is a product of life experiences, such as interactions with parents, peers, and authorities. Boone and Holmes [6]
[6] suggest that good experiences lead to a greater disposition to trust and vice
versa.
A study in the context of ecommerce by McCord
and Ratnasingam [22]
[22] has demonstrated that there is a
strong relationship between an individual's disposition
to trust and the trust related decisions that they make.
A thorough treatment of the literature on disposi[18].
tion to trust is provided by Kaluscha [18].
We now revisit Alice, Bob and Carol from our previous example. Alice and Bob are two individuals with
different dispositions to trust. Alice has a high disposition to trust and thus assigns a high trust value of 0.8
to Carol. In contrast, Bob who has a lower disposition
to trust, rates Carol's trustworthiness as only 0.6. This
subjectivity occurs despite the fact that Carol exhibits
the same behavior in her interactions with both Alice
and Bob.

3. Trust model
In this section we define a trust model. An important constituent of the model is the provision for trust
recommendation and propagation. The objective is not
to define a novel trust model but to establish a basic one
that will serve as a framework within which we will develop and test our method for elimination of subjectivity
from trust recommendation.
We define A as a set of agents.
A = {ao,al, ... ,an }

We define a binary relation T on the set A. T is a
subset of A x A.
T

=

{(u, v) : u, v E A}

The relation T represents the trusts relation between two agents. We will use the notation uTv,
uTv,
u trusts v,
v, and (u,
( u :v)
v ) interchangeably.
interchangeably. In our model, the
properties of the trusts relation are as follows:
relatior? T is reflexive.
Property 1 The relation
reflexive. LITU.
uTu. All
An agent
trusts itse(f
itself:

*

Property 2 The
symmeTric. uTv ~
T l ~ erelation T is not
riot sylnmetric.
vTu. fr
I f agent u Trusts
trusts agent F1, then this does not imply
irnply
tliat
trusts u.
that v also truSTs
relation T is nor
aoTa I 1\
Property 3 The
T l ~ erelatioll
llor Transitive.
rmnsitive. aoTal
A
ao trusts
trusTs agent a,
aaj]Taz
To2 ~ aoTaz.
aoTa2. fr
I f agent
age111a0
a I who in tum
tun?
TrusTs
trusts agent az,
02, Then
then this does not
1101 imply
inlplj that ao
a0 also
a0 may
lnay TrusT
trust aZ
a2 or iTit may riot.
trusts 02.
TrusTs
az. ao
not.

*

We define a Web of Trust as a weighted directed
graph G.
G = (A,T)
The agents in the set A form the vertices of the
graph. The trust relations between agents given as ordered pairs in the set T are the edges of the graph. Since
G is a directed graph, an edge (u,
( u .vv)) is incident from u
v.
and incident to v.
A weight is associated with every edge (u,
(u. v)
v) in the
graph, which represents the amount of trust that agent u
F. The weight associated with an edge
holds for agent v.
( u .v)
v ) is given as the function t(u,
~(LIv
. ).
(u.
v).

T:T->X
The set X is defined as follows:

X=[O,J]
t ( u :v)v )is real numbers bounded by a
0
The range of t(u,
and I.
1. a
0 implies "minimum
"minimum trust" and I1 implies "max"maxtrust". Real numbers between a
0 and I1 give us
imum trust".
infinite ~.esolution
expressin,0 trust.
resolution for expressing
T(U,
trust"
t ( u :v)
v ) == a
0 in our model implies "minimum
"minimum trust"
and not "no
"no trust".
trust". "No trust" between agents u and 1v1 is
( u ;v)
v ) in T.
T . We do not address distrust in
the absence of (u,
this model.
A path p(ao,ak)
p(ao, ak) of length k from an agent a0
ao to an
(ao,aa], ,:a:!:.
. . .,ak)
n k ) of agents such
agent ak is a sequence (ao,
az, ...
that (aH
( a ; - I,ai)
,a;) E T for i == 1.2..
. . ,k.
.k .
L 2, ...

3.1. Trust recommendation
recommendation and propagation
propagation
If
If (ao,a])
( a o , a l )E T 1\
~ (aJ
( a ,az)
1 . nE~T,
T) , then T(a]
t ( a 1,az)
. a 2 )may be
considered as a recommendation from a]
a1 to ao.
ao. That is,
t (ao.a,)
a 1 ) and t(a
t ( aI.
1 . az),
n 2 ) ,ao
no may
taking into consideration T(ao,
( ~ 0 . 0 and
~ ) T(ao,az).
t(no,n2). We say that
choose to establish (ao,az)
the trust of a]
a ] in az
a2 is propagated to 00.
ao.
facilitate the discussion we establish the followTo facilitate
ing terminology:

Source agent -- the agent from whom the path originates; the agent that may establish trust in a previously unknown agent based on the given recommendations

Recommender
Recommender agent
agent -- an agent that recommends another agent
Target agent -- the agent at whom the path terminates;
the agent whom the source agent may choose to
trust

a0 is the source agent, al
a1 a
In the preceding case, ao
02 the target agent.
recommender agent, and a2
We stress that since trust is not transitive in our
model, the propagated trust is only a suggestion to the
source agent regarding the trustworthiness of the target
agent. The source agent mayor
may or may not choose to establish a trust belief
belief based on this suggestion.
We generalize the notion of trust recommendation
and propagation for a path of length k:
If
(a0:al):(01:a2),(a2,a3):..~
(ak-2:akl)r
If
(ao,al),
(a] ,a2), (a2,a3),··., (ak-2,ak-I),
(ak- ,ad
,ak)E T,
T,then 1(ak-1
r (ak-1,
ak)may be considered as a
(ak-I
,ak)
ak-1 to ak-2,
ak-2, 1(ak-2,ak-l)
r(akP2,akpl)
recommendation from ak-I
as a
ak-3,.. . , and 1(al
r ( n l,a2)
:a2)as
recommendation from ak-2 to ak-3,""
a recommendation from al
a1 to ao.
ao. Taking into considr(ao,a1),r(al,a2),t(a2,a~):.
. .,r(ak-2,
,t(nk-2,ak-1)>
eration 1(
ao, ad, 1 (a I, a2), 1 (a2, a3), ...
ak-I ),
(a0,ak)and
r(ak-1 ,ak),ao
a0 may choose to establish (ao,ak)
1(ak-l,ak),
1(ao,ak)'
t(ao,ak). We say that the trust of ak-I
ak-1 in ak is
ao.
propagated to ao.
According to the classification introduced by
Ziegler and Lausen [31], the trust metric presented in
this section may be categorized as local and scalar. The
similarities with those demodel discussed here shares similarities
fined by Golbeck et al [13], Chen and Yeager [8], and
Abdul-Rahman and Hailes [I].
[ I].

for elimination of subjectivity
4. A method for
from trust recommendation
recommendation
In this section we introduce our method for the
elimination of subjectivity from trust recommendation.

4.1. Quantitative representation of an agent's
disposition to
t o trust
The method requires quantitative representation of
agents. We discuss three posthe disposition to trust of agents.
sible alternatives for this purpose.
4.1.1.
4.1.1. Manually specified
specified by the agent.
agent. The agent
may be presented with a scale,
scale, for example, II to 10
10 or
[0,1]
[0,1] and asked to rate their disposition to trust manually. The approach is simple and straightforward. However, the disadvantage of this approach is that the agent
has to be explicitly engaged by the process. Moreover,
himself is a true judge of his
it is debatable if an agent himself
own disposition to trust.

4.1.2.
4.1.2. Assessed through aa trust scale.
scale. A number of
researchers have developed trust scales that help assess
the disposition to trust of a person. The subject is required to respond to a series of questions with weighted
multiple choice answers. The cumulative score of the
subject indicates their disposition to trust.
Rotter's
[29] and Christie
Rotter's Interpersonal Trust Scale [29]
[9] are examples of
and Geis's Machiavellianism Scale [9]
this approach. A sample question from Rotter's Interpersonal Trust Scale is as follows:
follows:

"In dealing with strangers one is better off to
"In
be cautious until they have provided evidence
trustworthy."
that they are trustworthy."
Answer choices:
Aizs~~er
cl~oices: strongly agree (weight:
(weight: I),
mildly agree (2),
(2), agree and disagree equally
(3),
(3), mildly disagree (4),
(4), strongly disagree
(weight: 5).
(weight:
Rotter's and the Machiavellianism trust scales are
likely to assess the disposition to trust of an individual
accurately. However, the requirement that each agent
make themselves available for a series of questions discounts their practicality.
4.1.3.
4.1.3. Inferred
Inferred from
from an agent's history oHrust
of trust value
assignments. Several examples from the computer sciassignments.
ence literature may be cited where historical patterns are
used to predict future behavior with considerable success. Instances include Self-Customizing Software [15]
[IS]
or Adaptive UserInterfaces
User Interfaces [19], and Branch Predictors
in Microprocessors [10].
[I 01.
We propose an approach based on similar lines for
determining the disposition to trust of an agent. The
trust values that an agent has assigned in the past may be
considered as an indication of their disposition to trust.
For example, given an agent who has a pattern of assigning high values of trust, we may infer that the agent
has a high disposition to trust, and vice versa. We thus
propose to represent an agent's disposition to trust by
the collection of their previous trust value assignments
in a system.
A close approximation of an agent's disposition to
trust is possible only if they have made a significant
number of trust value assignments in the past. The question is what number can be considered as significant.
We experiment with multiple values in Section 5.
The primary reason we choose this approach for
representation of disposition to trust is that it does
the representation
not require additional input from an agent. Given a web
of trust, we can test our method without requiring each
agent to explicitly establish their disposition to trust.

4.2. The method

4.3. Formal description
description of the method
method

earlier, the trust values asAs we have discussed earlier,
signed by an agent are subjective to their disposition to
trust. When a recommender agent recommends a target,
the meaning of the associated trust value is distorted due
to the different disposition to trust of the source agent.

Within the framework of the trust model discussed
in Section 3, a formal description of the method follows.
follows.
dd,,
ll is a collection of the weights associated with the
u, that is, all t(u,
t ( u ,v)
v ) where v1)
outgoing edges of agent u,
is a node adjacent to u.
u. As discussed in Section 4.1.3,
4.1.3,
the collection of trust values previously assigned or ddl,
ll
u.
represents the disposition to trust of agent u.
The values in d4,
ll are arranged in ascending order
and indexed 1,2,
...
1: 2:.
. . ,11
:n,,,
n,,11 is the number of out11 , where 11
going edges of agent u (as well as the number of values
in d
j''' value in ddl,
el,,).
d , [ j ] . We
ll ). The j'"
ll is referred to by dll[j].
( x ,el,,)
jirst(x,d
)
that
returns
the
index of
define a function first
ll
the first occurrence of a value x present in dd,,.
ll .
c(u.v)
v ) is the percentile of t(u,
t ( u ,v)
v) in dd,,.
c(u,
ll . The function
c(u,v)
v ) is given as:
which calculates c(u,

The solution we propose is to report trust not as
an absolute score but a value that is relative to the disposition to trust of the recommender agent. In other
words, we report the relative standing of the recommender agent's trust in the target agent in terms of the
trust value assignments that the recommender agent has
made in the past.
Two simple options for implementing this idea are
reporting trust as either a standard score (z-score), or as
a percentile. We opt for a solution based on percentiles
and not one based on standard scores since the latter
requires that the trust values assigned by agents be nordistributed.
mally distributed.
A percentile value indicates the recommender
agent's perception of the target agent in relation to the
others that the recommender agent has rated in the past.
Going back to the example discussed in Section 2 if
Alice conveys to Bob an absolute value such as 0.8, Bob
does not know if according to Alice the value 0.8 is an
average value or a very high value of trust. However, if
the trust is reported as a percentile value, Bob does have
this information. For example, if the percentile value is
in the vicinity of 50%, Bob would know that according
to Alice, Carol has an average trustworthiness. If
If the
percentile value is around 80% or 90%, it is clear that
Alice regards Carol as highly trustworthy. The absolute value that Alice locally assigned to Carol becomes
irrelevant.
To convert the percentile to a local absolute score
the source agent reads the value that is at the given percentile in the collection of trust values that he himself
has assigned to other agents. This absolute score holds
perfect meaning for the source agent since it is in the
context of his own disposition to trust.
Thus going through a relative value as an intermediary,
diary, the subjectivity and misinterpretation
misinterpretation associated
with an absolute trust value are eliminated.
We note that this method does not require agents to
make any modifications to the way they evaluate other
agents. Locally, each agent establishes their trust beliefs as usual, in terms of their own disposition to trust.
Another positive aspect of this solution is that it does
not require the involvement of any third parties and is
therefore suitable for decentralized networks.

C ( U , v)
11) =
= percentile(t
(u:v),d
v ) ,dl,)
c(u,
percemile(t(u,
ll )

100· jirst(t(u, v),d,,)
17 11 + I
an
example,
consider
ddAIire
As
Alice =
(0.4,
0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.8, 0.8, 0.8, 0.8, 0.8, 0.9, 0.9)
(0.4,0.4.0.5,0.6.0.8~0.8~0.8.0.8,0.8,0.9.0.9)
t(Alice,Carol)
= 0.8.
IT,, =
= II
I 1 and
and t(Alice,
Carol) =
Then 17"
first(t(Alice.Carol),dAlic,)
= 5.
c(Alice.Caro1)
jirst(t(Alice, Carol), dA/iee ) =
c(Alice,
Carol)
follows:
is calculated as follows:

c(A1ice.Carol)
Carol) =
= percentile(t
(Alice.Carol),
Carol).dA/ice)
dAlice)
percel7tile(t(Alice,
c(Alice,
100·
100. fjirst(t(Alice,
irst(t (Alice,Carol),
Carol):d~A/lice~) , ; ~ ~ )
I7Alice + I1
I7Alice
100-5
100·5
= 41.67percentile
4 1.67percent ile
= -- =
11+1
11+1
-

r(u.vk
v),,.is defined as the value in d'l"
4,.at the c(u,
c(u. vy"
v)'"
t(u,
percentile. The function which calculates t(u,
t(u,v),,.
v)w is
stated as:
t(u,v)".

= trustvalue(c(u, v),dw)
if a < i < 1111"
if i = a
if i = 11'1"

dw[i] + j. (d",[i + 1] - d".[i])

=

d w [1]

{

d w [l7 w ]

where,
1=

and,
and,

l

C(u, v)· (1111'+
100

I)J

j _ c(u, v) . (17". + I) _ .

-

100

I

ii is an integer and ff is a fraction greater than or
1.
equal to 0 and less than 1.
We may think of t(u, v)w
v), as the value t(u,
t(u, v)
v ) transformed such that instead of being in reference to the
disposition to trust of agent u, it is now in reference to
the disposition to trust of agent w.
v), an agent u calculates
Instead of reporting t(u,
t(u,v),
c(u,
c(u, v) and communicates this percentile value to agent
t(zr, v),,
w. Given c(u, v), agent w determines t(u,
v)w and considers that as the recommended value.
Continuing the example from above, consider
dBOb
(0.2,0.3,0.3,0.3,0.5~0.5,0.5,0.6~0.8).
dBob =
= (0.2,0.3,0.3,0.3,0.5,0.5,0.5,0.6,0.8).
Then:

°

+
+
=
d Bo b[4]
[5]
= dB06
[4] +
+ 0.17·
0.17 (d
( dBob
~ o151
b - ddBob
141)
Bob[4])
= 0.3 +
+ 0.17·
0.17. (0.5 - 0.3) =
= 0.33
=

1 (Alice, Carol)~,b=
= ds,h
[i]+ f·
f . (dBob[i+
(dBo/,[i 1J]] -dBob[i])
- d~*b[i])
t(Alice,Carol)Bob
dBob[i]
-

'

-

where,

aex -- recommended trust value given by the unmodified

i= lC(AliCe,carol).(I1BO b+I)J
100

and,
= c(Alice, Carol) . (/lBob

trust recommendation method which does not take
subjectivity into account

pf3 -- recommended

trust value derived from the
subjectivity-eliminated trust recommendation
method

= l41.67.(9+1)J =4
100

f

only can we calculate the subjectivity-eliminated recommended trust value but we also know what value the
source agent has assigned to the target agent based on
direct experience. We therefore have a reference value
with which we can compare the values given by the
subjectivity-eliminated trust recommendation method
and the unmodified trust recommendation method.
If the value given by the subjectivity-eliminated
If
trust recommendation method is closer to the reference
value than the one given by the unmodified trust recommendation method, we consider the experiment run as a
success (hit) for our method. If
If the opposite is true, we
consider it a failure (miss). If
If both values are the same
or are within a range of 0.05 of each other, we count
neither a hit nor a miss.
To facilitate the discussion we establish the following terminology:

+ 1)

_i

100

= 41.67·(9+1) -4=0.17
100

The implementation of the functions perce~llile
percel11ile
and lrustvalue
t rustvalue is based on the method for estimation
of percentiles given by NIST [26].

5. Experiments
Experiments
5.1. Experiment design
design
Our objective is to test if the trust values recornrecommended through the subjectivity-eliminated trust recommendation method are of higher quality than those
given by the unmodified trust recommendation method
in which trust values are conveyed without any alteration. The quality of a recommended trust value may be
stated as its closeness to the trust value that the source
agent would assign to the target agent if it had direct
experience with it.
Given a web of trust, we find paths of length 2
such that there also exists a direct edge from the source
agent to the target agent. For such an instance, not

y -- trust value depicting the source agent's trust in the
target agent based on direct experience
Given G, a web of trust, and z, the minimum number of outgoing edges for source and recommender
agents, the experiment is algorithmically described in
Figure I.
I.
As discussed in Section 4.1.3, an agent must have
made a significant number of trust value assignments in
the past for a close approximation of their disposition
to trust. zz represents this number. We experiment with
different values in Section 5.3.
Given a large and diverse web of trust we can assume that there will be both hits and misses. If
If the
number of hits is significantly larger than the number
of misses, we have an indication that the method is effective.
fective. On the contrary if the number of misses is considerably greater than the number of hits or if there is no
significant pattern then we may infer that the method is
ineffective.
The experiment has been implemented using the
Java Graph library. When determining an alternate path,
the first path returned by Dijkstra's
Dijkstra's algorithm that meets
the given criteria is used. In the following sections we
describe a web of trust and proceed with experiment
runs.

SUBJECTIYITY-EXPERIMENT(
G, z)
SUBJECTIVITY-EXPERIMENT(G,Z)

I1
2
3
4

5
6
7

88
99
10
10

11
II
12
12
13
13
14
14
15
IS
16
16
17
17
18
18

hits
h i t <s t0
misses
inisses <+0
equals
equals <+0
for
f o r all
all edges
edges in G, whose source vertex
(given as
as as)
a,) and target vertex
(given as
as a,
a,)) are not the same
do
t(as,a,)
d o r<Ytf(as,ar)
remove the edge (as,at)
(a,y,al)
find
p(a s,a,) from
find an alternate
alternate path, p(a,,a,)
as
a, to a"
a,, such that the length of
p(as,a,)
p(a,,a,) is equal to 2, that is,
is,
p(as,a,)
p(as:at) == (as,ar,a,)
(a,s:ar, a,) where
aa,r is a recommender vertex,
and as
a , and aa,r have a minimum
of z outgoing edges
if p(as,at)
p ( ~ , ~ . aexists
,)
then a <-t(ar,a,)
+ r(ar, a,)
/3p <+ trustvalue(percentile
(t( f(a
( arr, a,),
~ a t )dar)'
, d o rd)a~,)~ l o . y )
i f aa == p/3o rorl ala- /-I </31O<. O0.05
5
if
equals ++
then equals
IP -- rlyl << la -- rlyl
elseif 1/3
then hits + +
I a -- rlyl << 1/3Ip -- rlyl
elseif la
inisses ++
then misses
restore the edge (as,
(a,,a,)
restore
at)
print hits, misses,
inisses, equals
equals

GENERATE-WEB-OFTRusT(n, kk))
GENERATE-WEB-OF-TRU~T(~Z>

I1

2

3

4
5
6

7
8
9
10
10

create an empty weighted directed graph,
G(V, E),
E), where V is the set of
of vertices
of edges
and E is the set of
populate V with izn vertices,
vertices, labeled ui,
Ui,
where ii=O,
I,
...
,n-I
=O, I:
:n- I
Ui, associate a random
with each vertex ui,
qlli
trustworthiness value qIfi
[0, I]
from the interval [O,
Ui, associate a random
with each vertex u,,
skew factor Slli from the interval [0,2]
Ui
for each vertex ui
ddoo select k random distinct vertices from V,
Vj, where
refer to them as v,,
.. ,k-l,
jj=O,I,.
= 0 7 1 :....
k - I , uuiii # vVjj
for each vertex vvjj
(Ui, vj)
Vj) in E
ddoo create the edge (ui.
assign the weight ppower(q"j,sll;)
~wer(q,,,~s,,~)
to (11;;
I,,)
(Ui,Vj)
return G

++

++
++

Figure 1.
1. Experiment
Experiment design.
design.
Figure

5.2. Data set
5.2.
We generate a random graph [5]
[ 5 ]based web of trust
We
as described in Figure 2. n is the number of vertices in
as
the graph,
graph, k is
is the number of outgoing edges of each
the
vertex, and
and G is
is the generated graph.
As
we
discussed
in Section 2, different source
As
agents may assign
assign different trust values to a target agent.
agents
This occurs
occurs due
due to their different dispositions to trust
This
even though their individual experiences with the target
agent are
are the
the same.
same.
agent
These ideas are
are reflected in the generation of this
These
web of trust.
trust. The trustworthiness value qUi
qlii represents
web
the experience that other agents
agents would have with agent
the
ui. Since
Since qUi
q,,; remains constant for agent Ui,
ui, any agent
Ui.
interacts with it has the same experience. Although
that interacts
this would not always be true in a real web of trust,
this
sets up a suitable controlled enplacing this condition sets
for our experiments. If there is an instance
vironment for
where the subjectivity-eliminated trust recommendation

Figure
generating the web
Figure 2. Pseudo code for generating
of trust.

method is ineffective, we know that it is not because
Ui different trust valmultiple agents may have assigned ui
ues due to different experiences, in which case subjectivity is irrelevant. The failure is in fact on part of
of the
method.
The skew factor represents the individual disposition to trust of
of each agent. Although different
different agents
have the same experience with a given agent ui,
Ui, they
each assign it a different trust value based on their own
If the skew factorslfi
factor SUi is less than 1,
I,
disposition to trust. If
q,,j would be skewed upwards.
q"j
upwardS. Otherwise if
if the skew
SUi is greater than 1,
I, q,,i
q" i would be skewed downfactor s,,;
.
wards.
Weights or trust values are drawn from the set of
of
real numbers between 0a and 1I therefore the resolution
resolution
for expressing trust is high.
The resulting data set is a web of
of trust where we
know that subjectivity in fact does exist.
The web of trust consists of
of izn vertices and izn . k
If the number of
edges. If
of vertices is 10.OOO
10, 000 and kk =
= 100,
the total number of edges is in·~kk.=
= 100:
100, 000. A new web
of trust is generated for each run according to the values
and k under consideration. The number of
of iz
nand
of outgoing
= k.
edges for all vertices is exactly k, therefore zz =

5.3.
5.3. Experiment runs
runs and
and observations

Table
Table 1.
1. Experiment
Ex~erimentruns
runs with
with 11JI == 1000.
1;IS
1irs
hits
Z,
z, k
( misses equals hits+misses
10
0
10 1
l 0o 1 0
20
0
0
0
30
16345
3568
6376
82%
40
84%
39246
7371
15531
50
12439
87%
80191
29936
141860
20251
88%
60
50283
223511
70
29094
85819
88%
332837
43046
130526
80
89%
488874
52617
180220
90%
90
674139
253553
100
63542
91%
110
903407
85568
331536
91%
120 1175525
441145
92%
97396
130 1520318 107460
554661
93%
140 1892642 137848
93%
698261
94%
150 2383352 142981
830549
160 2809821
181346 1084773
94%
170 3450976 195444 1242734
95%
180 4154572 203933 1448044
95%

I

I

I&

Table 2. Experiment
Ex~erimentruns
runs with Zz =
=k =
= 100.
Table
irs
nits
misses equals
I2
11
hits
hits+misses
1000 1 674139
674139 1 63542 1 253553
253553 1
1000
91%
1200 673636 65947 251049
91%
1400 683320 64536 241659
91%
91%
1600 680652 66192 246285
91%
1800 682642 64880 243262

I

I

I

I&

The results of two sets
sets of experiment runs are given
The
in Table
Table I1 and Table 2. We note that with 11n =
= 1000,
1000,
in
and z =
=k =
= 180,
180, 95%
95% of the time, the subjectivityand
eliminated trust recommendation method gives better
results than those given by the unmodified trust recommendation method (not considering instances when
methods give
give equal results).
both methods
We also
also note that increasing z improves the effectiveness of the method. However, increasing 1112 while
keeping z constant (that is, decreasing the connectivity
does not seem to deteriorate the effectiveof the graph) does
ness of the method.
ness
The results of these experiment runs provide a
The
strong indication that the subjectivity-eliminated trust
strong
recommendation method is more effective than the
unmodified trust recommendation method when it is
known that there is high subjectivity in the given web
trust.
of trust.

6. Discussion of experiment results /I Future
work
As we discussed earlier, there are two main facof subjectors which are conducive to the occurrence of
1) high resolution for expressing trust, and 2)
tivity: I)
differences in dispositions to trust which leads agents
to evaluate a target agent differently despite them having the same experience with it. Based on these obserof trust is
vations, the method for generating the web of
number indesigned to maximize subjectivity. A real number
terval is employed for the expression of
of trust and different agents skew their similar experiences with a target
proportionalIy to their own dispositions to trust.
agent proportionally
of trust that has high subWe thus come across a web of
specificalIy the web of
of trust is a random
jectivity. More specifically
subjec[5] with edge weights that simulate high subjecgraph [5]
of
tivity. The experiment runs establish that on this type of
web of trust, the subjectivity-eliminated method is sigrecommendation than
nificantly more effective for trust recommendation
the unmodified method.
whether the sucA question that remains open is whether
of trust.
cess of the method would extend to real webs of
of trust
The encouraging results with the simulated web of
suggest that the method holds potential to perform well
welI
in real webs of
of trust. However, in comparison
comparison to our
simulated web of
of trust, real webs of
of trust have more sophisticated patterns of
of subjectivity and vertex connecconnectivity. Therefore, further work is required to ascertain
the effectiveness of
of the method in real webs of
of trust. We
envision the following
folIowing two directions as future work: 1)
I)
run experiments on real webs of
of trust with high subjectivity, or 2) analyze similarities between
between our simulated
web of trust and real webs of
of trust.

7. Conclusion
Conclusion
This paper delved into the problem of
of subjectivity
subjectivity
in trust recommendation, which we argued prevents the
real meaning of
of a trust value from being conveyed
conveyed by
one agent to another. We presented
presented a solution which
we believe is the first in computer science literature to
address this problem. The method given for the elimination of
of subjectivity from trust recommendation takes
advantage of
of percentiles which are equally
equalIy meaningful
among two agents. In a random graph based web of
of
trust with high subjectivity, it is demonstrated through
experiments that the method is highly effective for elimination of
of subjectivity from trust recommendation. The
method is non-intrusive
non-intrusive and does not require any change
in how agents locally evaluate other agents. FurtherFurthermore, the method does not involve any third party mediation, thus making it suitable for decentralized net-

works.
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